
Materials

Teacher Background on
Preservation Criteria

Symbol of the City Reading
Packet (from Lesson 1)

Preservation Decision Criteria
Student Handout
(1 overhead and
1 copy per student)

Building Stories 1-3
(Divide class into groups of
three to five students. Each
group receives a copy of one
Building Story)

Core Curriculum Objectives

4th Grade
Social Studies
6040-0402

Language Arts
4040-0902

5th Grade
Social Studies
6050-0503

Language Arts
4050-1002

Utah Life Skills
Complex Thinking
Collaboration
Responsible Citizenship

Making Tough Choices

Pre Tour

Objectives

Students will:
Use critical thinking skills to discover and evaluate criteria used in making
historic preservation decisions.

Analyze how these criteria were applied to the City and County Building.

Evaluate the values that lie behind the criteria.

Develop decision-making skills by applying the criteria to historic buildings.

Setting the Stage

1. Ask students: Have any of you ever moved to a new home? Why? Have any of
your parents remodeled or fixed up your home? Why?

2. Make a T-chart on the board. On one side write “Stay and Make Changes.”
On the other side write “Move Away.” Ask students to list the reasons why
people improve their home and stay, or decide it is not worth it and move
away. Use the T-chart on the board to record student answers.

Student Instruction

1. Explain: When public buildings, like the City and County Building, get old
community leaders must consider issues similar to those facing a family.

2. Have students refer to “Changes and Neglect” section of their Symbol of the
City Reading Packet. Ask: What happened to the inside and outside of the building
over time? How did the building become outdated? What did city officials need to
decide?

3. Explain: When people need to make a decision, they often use criteria ques-
tions. Criteria questions are like tests that help you figure out whether you can
or should do something. For example, these are some of the criteria questions
you could ask yourself if you wanted to decide whether or not to go sledding:
Is there snow on the ground? Do I have a sled? Is there a hill nearby? Do I have
a hat, jacket, and gloves? If you said “no” to any of these questions, you might
decide not to go sledding.

Ask students to brainstorm questions that would help them decide whether or
not to go swimming in a lake.

4. Explain: City leaders use criteria questions when deciding whether or not
to restore an historic building. These are some of the criteria questions they
often ask. 
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Show the Preservation Decision Criteria overhead. Review each of the criteria
and share background information. Ask students: Are there other criteria questions
you think should be added to the list? Record and discuss student ideas.

5. Pass out copies of the Preservation Decision Criteria Sheet. Ask students to
look at “The Big Debate” section of the Symbol of the City Reading Packet to
answer the Preservation Decision Criteria questions for the City and County
Building. Review student answers.

6. Explain: Values play an important role in decision-making. Depending on
the values of city leaders and citizens, some criteria may be more important
than others. Often leaders must try to balance competing values and develop
creative solutions. As a class, identify the values that lie behind each criteria
question. (For example: “The value behind the structural stability criteria is
safety.”)

7. Ask students: What values do you think were important in the decision to
restore the City and County Building? Would city leaders have made a different
decision if they placed no value on community heritage? Why or why not?

Student Activity

1. Divide class into groups of three to five students. Give each group a copy of
one Building Story. More than one group will be analyzing each Building Story.
Explain that each group is to be a Restoration Committee like the one that
studied the City and County Building.

2. Each group reads its Building Story and uses the Preservation Decision
Criteria to decide what to do with the building. Group members should dis-
cuss the values they are using to make their decision. Each group prepares a
short presentation for the class explaining how it used the Preservation
Decision Criteria to reach a decision and the values that were most important
to the group. Students listening to the presentations should imagine they are
citizens of Springfield.

3. After the presentations, students acting as the citizens of Springfield vote to
see what action the city should take on each building.

Extensions

Community Issues

Students identify historic buildings close to their school and discuss whether
the buildings should be restored using the Preservation Decision Criteria.

Writing and Critical Thinking

Students write letters to local government officials stating their support for
preservation of a local building and explain how it meets the Preservation
Decision Criteria.

3Lesson
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Teacher Background3

Preservation Decision Criteria

In this lesson, students will pretend to be members
of a Restoration Committee advising a city government
on preservation issues. Students will use a criteria
matrix to develop their recommendations. The criteria
matrix reflects the questions a city or county govern-
ment might ask when deciding whether or not to restore
a historic building it owns or could acquire. Students
will use these criteria to evaluate Salt Lake City’s deci-
sion to renovate the City and County Building and
decide the fate of three imaginary buildings.

While this lesson is written from the viewpoint of a
city government, private developers and preservation
advocacy groups use similar criteria when evaluating
historic buildings for renovation. There is, however, no
standard formula for determining whether or not a
building should be renovated. Each building and the
circumstances surrounding it are different. The criteria
questions will be of differing importance depending on
the building and the values of the renovator.

Emphasize to students that the criteria matrix is
not a rigid tool. Students may discuss how many criteria
they think a building must meet before a city should
restore it. Also, creative solutions can turn a “no”
answer on a criteria question into a “yes.” In Provo, for
example, the city government is paying to build a new
library inside the historic Brigham Young Academy
building. A private, non-profit group has raised private
funds to cover the difference in cost between construct-
ing a new library and renovating the historic building.

To help students use the criteria matrix effectively,
please review and discuss each of the questions prior to
doing the activity. Following is some background infor-
mation about the questions to share with students.

Is restoration affordable?

Affordability is, of course, relative. What is afford-
able for a large corporation is beyond the means of
most individuals. When local governments look at
affordability, they usually compare the cost of renovating
a historic building to the cost of either new construc-
tion or buying a building that can meet the same need.
Taxpayers expect governments to “get the most for
their money.” Therefore, governments usually pursue
renovation when the costs are not significantly higher
than constructing or buying a new building.

Is the building important historically or architecturally?

Local government leaders are more likely to preserve
an historic building if it is historically or architecturally

important to the community. Architectural historians
have developed guidelines for evaluating an historic
building’s significance. A building is considered histori-
cally significant if it: 1) is associated with an important
person or event; 2) reflects important social, economic,
or cultural trends; 3) or is a rare example of a type of
building. A building is considered architecturally signif-
icant if it: 1) is associated with an important architect; 2)
is an outstanding example of a particular style; or 3) is a
rare or unusual example of a style.

Does the “use” fit in the building? 
If not, can the building be changed so it does fit?

Local governments need buildings to serve specific
“uses” or purposes (i.e., offices, courtrooms, recreation
center, museum). If a historic building cannot accom-
modate the “use” which the government needs, or be
adapted to accommodate this use, a local government is
unlikely to renovate it.

Is the building structurally sound? 
If not, can it be fixed?

A building’s structural system is composed of the
elements that keep it standing, such as the foundation,
columns and beams, and load-bearing walls. If the struc-
tural system is damaged, the building may not be safe.

Is there public support for restoring the building?

Public support is particularly important if the gov-
ernment needs to have a bond election to cover the cost
of renovation, as in the case of the City and County
Building. Even when a bond is not necessary, a govern-
ment is more likely to restore a building if the public
voices strong support for the project.

Will restoring the building enrich the quality of life 
in the community?

Historic buildings can enrich the quality of life in a
community in many ways. Historic buildings help
establish a unique identity or “sense of place” for a
community. They make us feel like we live in a special
place rather than just any place. Historic buildings also
help build a sense of community by connecting people
to their shared heritage. They remind us of the aspira-
tions of the people who lived here before us and their
commitment to leaving a legacy for future generations.
Some historic buildings, like the City and County
Building, even become symbols of a community, its 
history, and its values.
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Student Handout

Preservation Decision Criteria

Preservation Criteria Questions

Is restoration affordable?

Is the building important historically or architecturally?

Does the “use” fit in the building?

If not, can the building be changed so it does fit?

Is the building structurally sound? 

If not, can it be fixed?

Is there public support for restoring the building?

Will restoring the building enrich the quality of life

in the community?
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Here is a short description of an historic building in the imaginary city of Springfield. You are a
member of the Springfield Historic Building Committee. Your job is to examine the facts about
the building and then use the Preservation Decision Criteria to decide whether or not the
Springfield city government should restore the building. Discuss your ideas and values with the
other members of your committee and reach an agreement about what Springfield should do.
Then prepare a short presentation for your class explaining how you reached your decision.

Grand Theater
Grand Theater was the very first theater built in Springfield. It was designed by H. J.

Simpson, the city’s most famous architect. When it was first built, the theater had beautiful
decorations both inside and outside. Many people have fond memories of going to a play,
ballet, or opera at the Grand.

Today the Grand Theater is run down. The building was remodeled several years ago.
Many of the beautiful historic decorations were covered up or removed. The people who
own the building want to sell it. The price is low because the building does not look good.

The city government of Springfield needs a theater where actors, dancers, and singers
can rehearse and perform. Some city leaders think Springfield should build a new theater.
Others think the city should buy the Grand Theater and restore it. City leaders hired a team
of experts to study these two possibilities.

The experts’ report said buying the Grand Theater and restoring it will cost just a little
more than building a new theater. The report also said that while the Grand looks run
down, the structural system is in good shape. As part of their report, the experts took a poll
of Springfield citizens. Over 70% of the people surveyed want the city government to
restore the Grand Theater.

What should Springfield do?

Preservation Criteria Questions

Is restoration affordable?

Is the building important historically or architecturally?

Does the “use” fit in the building?

If not, can the building be changed so it does fit?

Is the building structurally sound? 

If not, can it be fixed?

Is there public support for restoring the building?

Will restoring the building enrich the quality of life

in the community?

YES NO
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Here is a short description of an historic building in the imaginary city of Springfield. You are a
member of the Springfield Historic Building Committee. Your job is to examine the facts about
the building and then use the Preservation Decision Criteria to decide whether or not the
Springfield city government should restore the building. Discuss your ideas and values with the
other members of your committee and reach an agreement about what Springfield should do.
Then prepare a short presentation for your class explaining how you reached your decision.

Firehouse Number 10
Firehouse Number 10 is a simple, small, red brick building. It is the oldest fire house

left in Springfield. It was built in the days when horses pulled the fire engine.

Today, firefighters have advanced equipment for putting out fires. The new equipment,
however, won’t fit in Firehouse Number 10. The firemen must leave their big fire engine
outside. It is still very crowded inside because there are twice as many firemen today as
when the old firehouse was built.

There is another problem with the old firehouse. It was not built to support the heavy
equipment that is in it now. The building’s foundation is sinking and some of the walls are
shifting and cracking.

The firemen have asked Springfield city leaders to build them a new firehouse. They say
they need a new building to do their job properly. Moreover, an architect’s report shows that
building a new firehouse is much less expensive than building an addition to the old fire-
house and fixing its foundation. 

At a public meeting held to discuss the problem, almost everyone spoke in favor of
building a new firehouse. Several people suggested selling the Firehouse Number 10 and
building the new firehouse somewhere else rather than tearing the old firehouse down.

What should Springfield do?

Preservation Criteria Questions

Is restoration affordable?

Is the building important historically or architecturally?

Does the “use”fit in the building?

If not, can the building be changed so it does fit?

Is the building structurally sound? 

If not, can it be fixed?

Is there public support for restoring the building?

Will restoring the building enrich the quality of life

in the community?

YES NO
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Here is a short description of an historic building in the imaginary city of Springfield. You are a
member of the Springfield Historic Building Committee. Your job is to examine the facts about
the building and then use the Preservation Decision Criteria to decide whether or not the
Springfield city government should restore the building. Discuss your ideas and values with the
other members of your committee and reach an agreement about what Springfield should do.
Then prepare a short presentation for your class explaining how you reached your decision.

Central School
Central School has bright, sunny classrooms with tall windows and high ceilings. The

school is the best example of the “Art Deco” style of architecture in Springfield. It also has
an interesting history. The city built the school during the Great Depression. The construc-
tion project provided jobs for people in Springfield. The school is a good reminder of what
life was like during the Depression.

Although still a beautiful building, Central School has some problems today. First, it is
too small for the number of students that go there now. Many students have classes in trail-
ers behind the school. Second, the building is not wired for computers or the internet.
Third, some people worry the school would not be safe in an earthquake.

Springfield city leaders are deciding what to do with Central School. An architect’s
report shows that the school can be updated for computers and the structural system can be
improved to make it safer in an earthquake. A new addition can be built on the back of the
school so all the students will have classrooms. It will cost about $1.25 million to renovate
Central School. It will cost about $1 million to build a new school.

The citizens of Springfield are divided on the school issue. Half say the school is an
important part of the city’s heritage and should be saved. They also say a new school would
not be as beautiful as Central School. The other half of the citizens say it will cost too much
to save Central School. The city has many other projects that need money. The city shouldn’t
spend so much on the school.

What should Springfield do?

Preservation Criteria Questions

Is restoration affordable?

Is the building important historically or architecturally?

Does the “use”fit in the building?

If not, can the building be changed so it does fit?

Is the building structurally sound? 

If not, can it be fixed?

Is there public support for restoring the building?

Will restoring the building enrich the quality of life

in the community?

YES NO
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